Volkswagen golf3

It was launched in mainland Europe in August , [2] in the United Kingdom in February , [3] and
in North America in the spring of The delay in North America was due to Volkswagen 's decision
to supply U. Quality control problems led Volkswagen of America to reject Golfs and Jettas from
Mexico; shortly thereafter labor unrest at the plant delayed production there even further. The
third-generation Golf and Jetta first appeared in North America as models in the San Diego,
California area and in Canada, then in the autumn in the rest of North America as models. The
Mk3 Cabrio replaced the Volkswagen Cabriolet , which continued the original Golf until ,
although the original Golf, sold as Rabbit in the United States and Canada ceased sales in The
Mk3 Cabrio continued until the model year, when Volkswagen replaced it with a convertible
version of the Volkswagen New Beetle. Like the previous two generations, it was supposed to
be built at the TAS factory in Sarajevo , Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, when the car was
first released, the Yugoslav War broke out, leading to the destruction of the factory. Thanks to
this, TAS went bankrupt in This meant it was the only Golf before the Mk4 not to be built in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Mk3 was sold in Japan alongside the Polo, where both vehicles
were in compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations that encouraged sales. A
UK advert featured the Bluebells song Young At Heart which resulted in a 4-week spell at
Number 1 thanks to the popularity of it. The GT variants included a 2. It was facelifted in mid for
non-euro markets with the front, rear, and steering wheel styling from the Golf Mk4 while still
maintaining the body from the Mk3 Cabrio. These Cabrios are often referred to as the Mk3.
Although a failed project, this should have been the highest performance, 4WD model with a HP
turbocharged cc engine, carbon fiber and kevlar shell, and a full roll cage. It was supposed to be
able to win the World Rally championship in The prototype can be seen at the Volkswagen
museum. A valve version of the third-generation Golf GTI was introduced in The engine was
enlarged to 2. While less powered than the VR6, it was still relatively popular with driving
enthusiasts in Europe, because it offered similar power without the thirst or tax burden of a 6
cylinder. From its launch, all versions of the Golf came with fuel injection, to meet EEC
requirements that all new cars sold in member countries from January must come with fuel
injection or a catalytic converter. Non-catalyzed models were also built for those markets where
there was no interest in them; power outputs were the same as for the catalyzed models. Also
offered was a naturally aspirated version of the 1. Airbags were first offered on the Golf in , and
from anti-lock brakes were standard across the range. The Golf Mk3 was also available in
"Ecomatic" form. It was powered with a diesel engine and a clutchless manual transmission.
The vehicle would freewheel by opening of the clutch as soon as the accelerator is released,
and the engine was switched off after a further 1. Restarting the engine simply required
depressing the accelerator pedal. There was also a limited production run of around
"CitySTROMer" vehicles, mainly sold to the German market, which were fully electric vehicles,
incorporating six lead-acid batteries in the engine bay, and a further 10 underneath the luggage
area. The vehicle could be filled with a small amount of diesel to provide heat for the cabin. As
had happened with the Mk1 and Mk2 , the Mk3 remained available in US for a year after it was
discontinued in Europe The Mk3 continued to be produced for the model year where it was sold
in North and South America. These Mk3 cars were the last produced in the world and sold
alongside the Mk4 in showrooms. Volkswagen produced a limited quantity of special-edition 3
and 5-door GTI Anniversary models, celebrating 20 years of the GTI model. This had the usual
GTI specification but came equipped with special chequered Recaro front sport seats and
matching rear seats bearing the GTI logo, red seat belts front and rear, half-chromed and leather
golf ball gear knob, red stitched leather steering wheel and handbrake gaiter. The release knob
on the hand brake was also red and silver instrument dials. Floor mats also had red piping
along their edges. The red theme continued externally with a red striping on the bumpers and
red brake calipers. Also featured were brushed stainless-steel rear twin tailpipes on the exhaust
and smoked front fog and indicator lamps to match the rear lamps. Insurance was based on the
standard GTI which made this version a very desirable model. The edition was sold in only 6
colour schemes and the number figures that were produced was as follows; 8 valve models, 16
valve models and TDI models. The diesel model was only produced for the European market
and was not sold in the UK. Unfortunately many of the models fell into the UK company car and
lease market prior to the second-hand market and its believed only a few hundred still survive.
However, another factor in the rarity of Mark 3 Golfs, unlike the excellent build quality of the
Mark 2, at least in the UK, is the very low quality steel sourced by VW on some occasions, and
used across the range, from entry model to VR6. According to independent mechanics and
parts specialists, and MOT testers, the floorpan, both door sills, and rear hatch can suffer
severe rot and disintegration, and anybody planning to buy one is advised to check for rot, and
holes and patches to the floorpan. The Gold Otmar Alt is a limited cars were built edition
version of the Golf. It featured various artworks from the artist Otmar Alt and a fully customized

interior with the same graphics. As the name suggests, the Golf Highline was the high end,
premium version of the Mk3 Golf, and it shows that with a full leather interior, wood accents and
a "Highline" sticker on the trunk. The Golf Coast was a Cabrio-exclusive limited edition and it
featured the "Coast" graphic on the trunk. Just like the name, it was the sporty version of the
Golf 3, which also featured a "Sport Edition" sticker. Just like the "Edition" edition of the Golf 4
Variant, it came packed with special features and the "Limited Edition" graphic on the inside
step with a similar font. It had the full Kamei kit and a "Kamei Edition" badge on the grille, offset
to the right side. It came in two colors Ginster Yellow and Jazz Blue. It also had matching
stitching on the steering wheel and shifter, special 17" Borbet rims and a special shiftknob. It
featured a leather interior with signed seats and a sticker representing 3D ball breaking the
glass on the rear window. The GT based edition had a special front lip, rear bumper extenstion
and a special grille, besides the rear badge. This regular Golf 3 received the GTI bodykit,
together with the "Orlando" alloy rims and a small trunk spoiler. It also featured a custom
interior with a unique fabric design. Was a highly limited edition made in only 5 colors and a few
of each produced. They featured a leather interior matching the outside color and the Color
Concept badge. It was just the regular Golf MK3, but only with a custom sticker and a few other
minor differences. The Golf Harlequin model began with a group of four cars, each carrying a
Design Series emblem, created by Volkswagen to display on the international auto show circuit.
Basing the design on an earlier Volkswagen Polo Harlequin special edition, the Golf Harlequins
were created in four variations, by taking four solid color models and interchanging the easily
detachable doors, hood, hatch, grill, fenders and bumper fascias â€” after final production at
the Puebla, Mexico assembly plant where all the Harlequins were manufactured. The
interchangement of colors â€” Tornado Red, Ginster Yellow, Chagall Blue, and Pistachio Green
â€” was not random, but followed four defined assignments, with each pattern avoiding
adjacent major panels sharing the same paint color. The resulting Harlequins were designated
by their 'base' color, the paint color of the welded panels comprising the core body â€”
including the substructure, roof and C-pillar. Following a positive response to the original four
Harlequins, Volkswagen marketed an additional 60 â€” followed by another In a series of follow
up letters to various entities at Volkswagen, the total number of Harlequins is reported variously
from , all offered solely for model year , in the United States, Canada, [10] and Mexico â€” with
most marketed in the United States. During the s, Volkswagen sponsored three high-profile rock
bands' European tours, and issued a special-edition Golf, with distinctive exterior markings, for
each: the Golf Pink Floyd Edition , the Golf Rolling Stones Edition , and the Golf Bon Jovi
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compact hatchbacks are better than the Volkswagen Golf, but one that is happens to share the
same showroom: the sporty GTI reviewed separately. Apart from the standard Golf's lower
asking price and higher fuel efficiency, it isn't as desirable as its more powerful,
better-equipped sibling. While that's partly why VW will only offer the next-generation GTI and
high-performance Golf R on our shores, it doesn't diminish that the regular version remains a
terrific value in its final year. Despite a small and underpowered turbo-four engine, it boasts an
excellent six-speed manual or eight-speed automatic transmission. It has a great chassis that
provides athletic handling and a composed ride. And it offers a surprisingly roomy interior
along with a large cargo hold. The boxy Golf isn't as eye-catching or feature-laden as many
compact rivals, but overall it's much more gratifying than meets the eye and an Editors' Choice
winner. It glides out bringing a smattering of newly standard features. The list includes inch
wheels, passive hands-free entry and push-button start, leatherette upholstery, and a panoramic
sunroof. Volkswagen has essentially turned the regular Golf into a one-size-fits-all shopping
experience. Those who don't know how to play the three-pedal shuffle will obviously choose the
latter, but people who want maximum engagement will appreciate the manual. Other than that
and a handful of dealer-installed accessories, the Golf is easy to outfit. The Golf's turbocharged
inline-four engine provides the right amount of power to adequately propel this small hatch and
it's refined and reliable. Around town, the Golf never wants for power. Only when attempting
high-speed passing maneuvers on the highway does the driver notice the engine runs out of
breath. Unlike its sportier fraternal twinâ€”the zippy GTIâ€”the regular Golf boasts a compliant
ride that won't grow tiresome during long drives or on rough pavement. This doesn't mean that
it's a slouch around corners. It hugs the road tightly and imparts an athletic feel to the driver
that encourages back-road antics. The Golf's steering is unerring and uncharacteristically quick
for this class. This responsive helm is one of the features that makes this affordable, utilitarian
car so enjoyable to drive. The EPA estimates the Golf will earn 29 mpg in the city and 39 mpg on
the highway with the standard stick-shift transmission. With the optional automatic, it has
ratings of 29 mpg city and 33 highway. The last version we ran on our mph highway
fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , returned an impressive 43
mpg. Still, the Golf doesn't set the standard in this class: the Honda Civic hatchback delivered
an identical result. Plain but comfortable and functional, the Golf's interior perfectly embodies
VW's design ethos. You'll never feel pampered but you won't be subjected to any ill-conceived
design themes, either. The Golf's interior employs clean, straight lines; a sedate color palette;
and an emphasis on openness. Despite the airy atmosphere, some competitors tested here
have slightly more space than the Golf. We found the Golf's rear seat to be relatively
comfortable, and it's suitable for adults even on longer drives. The comfortable back seat is
attributable to the height of the bottom cushion, which prevents the knees-in-the-nose problem
that plagues many small cars. The Golf holds the same number of carry-on bags five behind its
back seat as many of its rivals. But unlike sedan competitors, the Golf's cargo area can
accommodate t
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aller items with ease. We squeezed 15 carry-on suitcases inside with the rear seat folded. The
Golf's infotainment system delivers lazy response times to your inputs, but standard features
such as Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and USB connectivity are strong counterpoints to that
shortcoming. While the hatch no longer offers adaptive cruise control, it does come with some
common driver-assistance equipment. Key safety features include:. Volkswagen provides an
above-average limited warranty, but its powertrain protective is below average compared with
Honda and Toyota. VW does include two years of regularly scheduled maintenance, though.
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